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The following Management's Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) is supplemental to, and should be read in
conjunction with, the unaudited interim Consolidated Financial Statements of K‐Bro Linen Income Fund (“the
Fund”) for the nine months ended September 30, 2010 and the audited Consolidated Financial Statements, as
well as the MD&A for the year ended December 31, 2009. The Fund and its wholly‐owned subsidiaries, including
K‐Bro Linen Systems Inc., are collectively referred to as “K‐Bro” in this MD&A.
Management is responsible for the information contained in this MD&A and its consistency with information
presented to the Audit Committee and Board of Trustees. All information in this document has been reviewed
and approved by the Audit Committee and Board of Trustees. This review was performed by management with
information available as of November 4, 2010.
In the interest of providing Unitholders and potential investors of K‐Bro with information regarding future
plans and operations, this MD&A contains forward‐looking information that represents internal expectations,
estimates or beliefs concerning, among other things, future activities or future operating results and various
components thereof. The use of any of the words “anticipate”, “continue”, “expect”, “may”, “will”, “project”,
“should”, “believe”, and similar expressions suggesting future outcomes or events are intended to identify
forward‐looking information. Statements regarding such forward‐looking information reflect management’s
current beliefs and are based on information currently available to management.
These statements are not guarantees of future performance and are based on management’s estimates and
assumptions that are subject to risks and uncertainties, which could cause K‐Bro’s actual performance and
financial results in future periods to differ materially from the forward‐looking information contained in this
MD&A. These risks and uncertainties include, among other things, (i) risks associated with acquisitions,
including the possibility of undisclosed material liabilities; (ii) K‐Bro's competitive environment; (iii) utility and
labour costs; (iv) K‐Bro's dependence on long‐term contracts with the associated renewal risk, (v) increased
capital expenditure requirements; (vi) reliance on key personnel; and (vii) the availability of future financing.
Material factors or assumptions that were applied in drawing a conclusion or making an estimate set out in the
forward‐looking information include: (i) volumes and pricing assumptions; (ii) utility costs; (iii) expected impact
of labour cost initiatives; and (iv) the level of capital expenditures. Although the forward‐looking information
contained in this MD&A is based upon what management believes are reasonable assumptions, there can be no
assurance that actual results will be consistent with these forward‐looking statements. Certain statements
regarding forward‐looking information included in this MD&A may be considered “financial outlook” for
purposes of applicable securities laws, and such financial outlook may not be appropriate for purposes other
than this MD&A.
All forward‐looking information in this MD&A is qualified by these cautionary statements. Forward‐looking
information in this MD&A is presented only as of the date made. Except as required by law, K‐Bro does not
undertake any obligation to publicly revise these forward‐looking statements to reflect subsequent events or
circumstances.
This MD&A also makes reference to certain non‐GAAP measures to assist in assessing the Fund's financial
performance. Non‐GAAP measures do not have any standard meaning prescribed by Canadian Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”) and are therefore unlikely to be comparable to similar measures
presented by other issuers. Please see “Terminology” for further discussion.
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INTRODUCTION
Core Business
K‐Bro is the largest owner and operator of laundry and linen processing facilities in Canada. K‐Bro
provides a comprehensive range of general linen and operating room linen processing, management
and distribution services to healthcare institutions, hotels and other commercial accounts. K‐Bro
currently has seven processing facilities in six Canadian cities: Quebec City, Toronto, Edmonton,
Calgary, Vancouver and Victoria.
The Fund is a limited purpose trust established under the laws of Alberta pursuant to an Amended and
Restated Fund Declaration of Trust dated February 3, 2005. The Fund was created for the purpose of
acquiring, directly or indirectly, all of the issued and outstanding securities of K‐Bro Linen Systems Inc.

Industry and Market
K‐Bro provides laundry and linen services to Canadian healthcare, hospitality and other commercial
customers. Typical services offered by K‐Bro include the processing, management and distribution of
general and operating room linens, including sheets, blankets, towels, surgical gowns and drapes and
other linen. Other types of processors in K‐Bro's industry in Canada include independent
privately‐owned facilities (i.e. typically small, single facility companies), public sector central laundries
and public and private sector on‐premise laundries (known as “OPLs”). Participants in other sectors of
the laundry and linen services industry, such as uniform rental companies (which own and launder
uniforms worn by their customers' employees) and facilities management companies (which manage
public sector central laundries and OPLs), typically do not offer services that significantly overlap with
those offered by K‐Bro.
Management believes that the healthcare and hospitality sectors of the laundry and linen services
industry represent a stable base of annual recurring business with opportunities for growth as
additional healthcare beds and funds are made available to meet the needs of an aging demographic.
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Industry Characteristics and Trends
Management believes that the industry exhibits the following characteristics and trends:
Stable Industry with Moderate Cyclicality – As evidenced by the stability in the number of
approved hospital beds in the healthcare system and hotel rooms in the hospitality industry.
Service relationships are generally formalized through contracts in the healthcare sector that
are typically long term (from seven to ten years), while contracts in the hospitality sector
usually range from two to five years.
Outsourcing and Privatization – There are often advantages to healthcare institutions in
outsourcing the processing of healthcare linen to private sector laundry companies such as K‐
Bro because of the economies of scale and significant management expertise that can be
provided on a more comprehensive and cost‐effective basis than customers can achieve in
operating their own laundry facilities.
Fragmentation – Most Canadian cities have at least one and sometimes several private sector
competitors operating in the healthcare and hospitality sectors of the laundry and linen
services industry. Management believes that the presence of these operators provides
consolidation opportunities for larger industry participants with the financial means to
complete acquisitions.

Customers and Product Mix
K‐Bro's customers include some of the largest healthcare and hospitality institutions in Canada.
Healthcare customers include acute care hospitals and long‐term care facilities. Most of K‐Bro's
hospitality customers (typically 250+ rooms) generate between 500,000 and 3 million pounds of linen
per year. Most healthcare customers generate between 500,000 pounds of linen per year for a hospital
and up to 20 million pounds of linen per year for a healthcare region.

STRATEGY
K‐Bro maintains the following three‐part strategic focus:
Secure and Maintain Long‐Term Contracts with Large Healthcare and Hospitality
Customers – K‐Bro's core service is providing high quality laundry and linen services at
competitive prices to large healthcare and hospitality customers under long‐term contracts. K‐
Bro's contracts in the healthcare sector typically range from seven to ten years in length.
Contracts in the hospitality sector typically range from two to five years.
Extend Core Services To New Markets – Management has demonstrated its ability to
successfully expand K‐Bro's business into new markets from its established bases in Edmonton
and Toronto. K‐Bro entered the Calgary market in 1998, the Vancouver market in 2003, the
Victoria market in 2006 and the Quebec market in 2008. A second plant in Vancouver was
acquired in January, 2010. These new markets have contributed significantly to K‐Bro's
growth. Management believes that new outsourcing opportunities will continue to arise in the
near to medium‐term and that K‐Bro is well‐positioned for continued growth, particularly as
healthcare and hospitality institutions continue to increase their focus on core services and
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confront pressures for capital and cost savings.
Management may in the future expand its core services to new markets either through
acquisitions or by establishing new facilities. Its choice of areas for expansion will depend on
the availability of suitable acquisition candidates, the volume of healthcare linen to be
processed and the policies of applicable governments.
Introduce Related Services – In addition to focusing on its core services, K‐Bro also attempts
to capitalize on attractive business opportunities by introducing closely‐related services that
enable it to provide more complete solutions to the K‐Bro's healthcare customers. These
related service offerings include K‐Bro Operating Room (“KOR”) services and on‐site services.
For three major hospitals in Toronto, K‐Bro performs the sterilization of operating room linen
packs.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND KEY EVENTS
Sustained Revenue and EBITDA Growth in 2010
Revenue increased in the third quarter of 2010 to $27.5 million or by 21.4% compared to the third
quarter of 2009. This growth in the quarter is largely a result of the second plant acquisition in greater
Vancouver (see discussion on page 5). EBITDA (see Terminology) increased in the third quarter of
2010 to $4.9 million from $4.1 million in the third quarter of 2009 which is an increase of 19.1%. The
EBITDA margin has marginally decreased to 17.9% in Q3, 2010 compared 18.3% in Q3, 2009. The
decrease in margin is driven by increased corporate costs for the conversion from an income trust to a
corporation, IFRS consulting fees, legal fees attributable to the refinancing of the credit facility and
recruitment costs for new senior management. Additionally the margin decrease is related to the
transition of the second Vancouver plant as the expected EBITDA margin is anticipated to be lower
than the historical margins of our other plants due to the type and mix of volume that is processed in
the facility. See further discussion below under Market Activities and Opportunities.

Conversion to a Corporation
On October 31, 2006, the federal Minister of Finance announced an entity‐level tax on distributions
of certain income from publicly traded mutual fund trusts at rates of tax comparable to the
combined federal and provincial corporate tax and to treat such distributions as dividends to
Unitholders. The Minister announced that existing trusts would have a four‐year transition period
and generally would not be subject to the new rules until 2011, provided such trusts experienced
only “normal growth” and no “undue expansion”.
Subsequent to the October 31, 2006 announcement and the revised tax legislation, the Board and
management have assessed the Fund’s available options to ensure that its capital structure is
efficient, that the Fund is able to meet its strategic objectives and to enhance value for Unitholders.
As a result of this assessment, the Board and management examined particular options for
conversion which would minimize the negative impact of the tax legislation and enhance value for
Unitholders.
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On October 21, 2010, after several board meetings duly called to consider the financial aspects and
other considerations K‐Bro announced the proposed conversion of the Fund from an income trust to
a corporation (the “Conversion”) and will seek Unitholder approval for the Conversion at a special
meeting to be held on December 6, 2010. The successor corporation will be known as K‐Bro Linen Inc.
(“New K‐Bro”), indirectly own and operate the existing business of K‐Bro, and will trade on the
Toronto Stock Exchange using the ticker “KBL”.
Pursuant to the Conversion, Unitholders will receive common shares of a New K‐Bro on a one‐for‐
one basis. All voting units and special trust units, including those held within the LTIP trust will be
exchanged for common shares of New K‐Bro. Upon completion of the Conversion New K‐Bro will
indirectly own and operate the existing business of K‐Bro and its subsidiaries, and the existing
trustees of the Fund will become the directors of New K‐Bro.
Subject to receipt of all required Unitholder, TSX, Alberta Court of Queen's Bench and any other
required third party approvals K‐Bro expects the Conversion will become effective January 1, 2011.
The record date for the special meeting of Unitholders is November 1, 2010. A management
information circular outlining the details of the Conversion will be mailed in early November to all
Unitholders as of the record date in advance of the December 6, 2010 meeting date. To be
implemented, the Conversion must be approved by not less than two‐thirds of the votes cast by
Unitholders at the special meeting.

Post‐Conversion Dividend Policy
In October, K‐Bro announced that, following the conversion, New K‐Bro will continue to pay
dividends on a monthly basis. At this time, K‐Bro anticipates that it will maintain the monthly
dividend payment at the same rate of CDN$0.09167 per common share per month, however the
actual amount of future dividends may vary depending upon production volumes, capital spending
and costs. K‐Bro or New K‐Bro cannot provide any assurances with regard to timing or amount of
future dividend payments. K‐Bro will utilize its available tax pools to mitigate its cash tax obligations
but does expect to incur cash taxes in Canada in the year following the Conversion.

Long‐Term Contract Signings and Extensions in Vancouver
In June, 2010 K‐Bro was selected as the successful proponent of a competitive RFP process and
announced the signings of ten year contracts with Vancouver Coastal Health Authority ("VCHA"),
Fraser Health Authority ("FHA"), Provincial Health Services Authority and Providence Health Care
Society. Service for the majority of the new volume from the former Tilbury Regional Hospital Laundry
is expected to commence in November, 2010. The contracts are renewable for a further five years at
the customer's option. Certain existing contracts with VCHA and FHA were extended to November,
2015 as part of this process.
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Acquisition of Business and Assets of Second Plant in Greater Vancouver
On January 29, 2010, the Fund completed the acquisition of the laundry business, linen, certain
working capital and equipment of a plant located in greater Vancouver, British Columbia. The
acquired business consists of Vancouver healthcare institutions and hospitality customers in both
the greater Vancouver area and Whistler, British Columbia. K‐Bro acquired all assets of the owner’s
Vancouver linen business including the processing plant that operates from a leased facility.
Annual revenues from the acquired business were $14.4 million in its most recent fiscal year ended
June 30, 2009. Management estimates that adjusted EBITDA was approximately $1.7 million for that
fiscal year. These operating results, combined with potential synergies, results in an acquisition that
management believes will be immediately accretive to the Fund.
The business acquisition has been accounted for using the purchase method, whereby the purchase
consideration was allocated to the fair values of the net assets acquired at January 29, 2010. The
allocation was based on management’s best estimate of the fair value of net assets acquired. The
purchase price allocations are preliminary and are subject to change once the final valuations are
completed and the final determination of the costs related to the acquisition have been made. The
acquisition was funded using the Fund’s revolving credit facility.
The purchase price allocated to the net assets acquired, based on their estimated fair values, is as
follows:
Consideration
Purchase price including acquisition costs
Less
Restricted escrow funds
Net cash consideration

$12,612,139
(250,000)
$12,362,139

Net assets acquired
Net working capital
Linen
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Goodwill

1,227,661
500,000
3,906,100
2,900,000
3,828,378
$12,362,139

Of the cash consideration payable to the vendor, $250,000 was deposited into escrow with an
escrow agent. The full amount of the funds held in escrow will be released to the vendor in 2011
upon the determination that certain representations and warranties are met in the twelve‐month
period subsequent to the acquisition. Goodwill will be correspondingly increased by the amount
released.

Revolving Credit Facility Increased
In March, 2010, K‐Bro increased its revolving credit facility to a limit of $40 million. The term of the
agreement was extended to June 30, 2012 and the working capital covenant was removed. The
facility remained an interest‐only arrangement.
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Labour Cost Transitional Effects
Labour costs for plant staff as a percentage of revenue increased in the third quarter from 45.4% in
2009 to 46.3% in 2010. Excluding the impact of the lower margin realized in the new Vancouver plant,
labour costs as a percentage of revenues are comparable to Q2, 2009.

Market Activities and Opportunities
Activities of significance in K‐Bro’s markets in 2010 have included:
British Columbia – K‐Bro was selected as the successful proponent in a competitive RFP
process related the outsourcing of the Tilbury Regional Hospital Laundry. There were no other
significant wins or losses in this market during the period ended September 30, 2010.
Alberta – Processing commenced in Q4, 2009 for Alberta Hospital in Edmonton which is part of
Alberta Health Services ("AHS"). This volume was previously processed by the hospital using
an on‐premise laundry. In the February, 2010 provincial budget, AHS received a 6% increase
in its operating grant, a one time provision to eliminate its accumulated deficit and a budget of
$2.5 billion over three years to support capital projects. The impact of this announcement to K‐
Bro is unknown.
K‐Bro’s Edmonton contracts with AHS expire December 31, 2010 and discussions in this
regard are ongoing. While we expect these discussions to result in a renewal of the contract
beyond the scheduled expiry date, we cannot guarantee that any such renewals will occur. In
addition, although K‐Bro typically seeks to enter into long‐term contracts with its healthcare
customers of between seven to ten years, it is possible that any renewal of the AHS Edmonton
contracts may be for a shorter period of time. Also, if the contract is renewed, there is
uncertainty as to the economic terms of the renewed contract.
K‐Bro currently has several proposals pending and has entered into discussions with potential new
healthcare and hospitality customers. In addition, K‐Bro continues to seek potential acquisition
candidates. Neither the timing nor the degree of likelihood of success of any of these proposals or
potential acquisitions can be stated with any degree of accuracy at this time.

Effects of Economic Volatility and Uncertainty
K‐Bro feels that it is positioned to withstand market volatility and uncertainty given that:
 Approximately 65% of our revenues are from large publicly funded healthcare customers.
 K‐Bro’s payout ratio for the nine months was 49.8% and for the quarter ended September
30, 2010 was 41.9%. The undistributed portion of cashflow provides K‐Bro with funds for
future growth and a safeguard against economic downturns.
 K‐Bro has fixed a portion of certain variable cost components such as natural gas, electricity
and interest rates through forward contracts. K‐Bro routinely enters into natural gas and
electricity contracts and typically tries to align commodity supply contract terms with
existing linen processing contract terms.
 At September 30, 2010, K‐Bro had unutilized borrowing capacity of $28.7 million or 72% of
their credit line available. K‐Bro’s revolving credit facility is secured by a major Canadian
bank and expires on June 30, 2012 with an option to renew for an additional year.
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KEY PERFORMANCE DRIVERS
K‐Bro’s key performance drivers focus on growth, profitability, stability and cost containment in order
to maintain distributions and maximize unitholder value. The following outlines our level of success in
each of these areas:
Category
Growth (% change from comparative period)

Profitability (actual for the period)

Stability

Q3 2010

Q3 2009

YTD 2010

YTD 2009

Revenue

Specific Indicator

21.4%

2.7%

17.4%

3.7%

1

EBITDA

19.1%

15.0%

12.1%

29.4%

Distributable cash

20.7%

13.1%

10.6%

30.2%

EBITDA

$4,927

$4,138

$13,159

$11,741

EBITDA margin

17.9%

18.3%

17.0%

17.8%

Net earnings

$2,361

$2,096

$6,097

$5,855

Payout ratio

41.9%

50.6%

49.8%

55.1%

Distributions per Unit

$0.275

$0.275

$0.825

$0.825

Debt to total capitalization
Unutilized line of credit
1

14.8%

7.4%

14.8%

7.4%

$28,653

$24,643

$28,653

$24,643

EBITDA is defined as revenue less operating expenses (which equates to net earnings before income tax, gain or loss on disposals, financial

charges and amortization). See Terminology.

OUTLOOK
Management believes that the final quarter of 2010 will show an increase in revenue and EBITDA
compared to 2009 but with a moderation of historical “same plant” growth. This belief is predicated
on:
 The low rate of inflation will be of some benefit in moderating certain expenses but will also
result in lower price adjustments for customers with contracts subject to an annual
consumer price index (“CPI”) adjustment factor;
 The overall volume will grow as a result of the long‐term contracts to commence processing
of the remaining Tilbury volume;
 The organic growth from existing customers may moderate as cost savings initiatives are
implemented by them;
 The positive impact of the labour initiatives over the last two years will continue but further
margin improvements will likely be minimal; and,
 The acquisition completed in January, 2010 (see Summary of Results and Key Events).
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In 2010 there have been both opportunities and risks that were confronted and continue to
challenge the business. Management believes that these include:









A recovering economy that will potentially have positive impacts on our hospitality business
volumes.
Provincial governments in a deficit position are re‐examining healthcare costs and are
evaluating the further outsourcing of non‐core activities such as laundry services. This has
already been seen in Alberta and British Columbia (see Market Activities and Opportunities).
Conversely, all healthcare costs and processes are being examined and some changes could
negatively impact K‐Bro.
The harmonized sales tax (“HST”) was implemented on July 1, 2010 in BC and Ontario and
lowered the input cost of some materials and services through input tax credits realized on
amounts previously exempt. This positive impact is offset by taxes on utilities for which K‐
Bro was previously exempt.
A CPI that remains very low which is positive from a labor, materials and interest rate
perspective but, which is negative from a revenue perspective for those customer contracts
encompassing a price adjustment based on CPI.
A relatively high unemployment rate which is positive from a labor supply perspective but
negative if access to such programs as the Temporary Foreign Worker Program is reduced.
Natural gas prices that could move higher if current prices prove unsustainable as drilling is
curtailed and supplies decrease. Conversely, they could move lower if supplies remain high.
K‐Bro has managed this risk through hedging of these costs which could be at prices higher
than those currently being experienced.

Given this Outlook, combined with an expected continuance of a conservative payout ratio,
management believes that the present level of cash distributions is sustainable for the Fund in its
current structure for fiscal 2010.

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
(all amounts in this section in $000’s except per unit amounts and percentages)

Overall Performance
The third quarter of 2010 saw revenue increase by $4,839 or 21.4% over the third quarter of 2009.
Operating costs increased marginally to 82.1% of revenue in the current quarter compared to 81.7% in
Q3, 2009. The causes of this are discussed later under Operating Expenses. As a result, EBITDA
increased in the current quarter by $789 (19.1%) over the third quarter of 2009.
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Quarterly Financial Information
The following table provides certain selected consolidated financial and operating data prepared by K‐
Bro management for the preceding eight quarters:
Fiscal year

2009
Q1

Q4

Q3

2008

Q2

Revenue

$27,498

$25,902

$23,932

$21,635

$22,659

$21,746

$21,493

$21,547

Operating expenses

22,571

21,578

20,024

17,830

18,521

17,635

18,001

18,223

EBITDA1

4,927

4,324

3,908

3,805

4,138

4,111

3,492

3,324

EBITDA as a % of revenue

17.9%

16.7%

16.3%

17.6%

18.3%

18.9%

16.2%

15.4%

Amortization

2,059

2,084

2,033

1,856

1,885

1,870

1,892

1,950

1

1

2010
Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Financial charges

174

189

127

96

60

64

91

142

Loss on disposal of equipment

104

57

‐

50

1

‐

3

49

Earnings before income taxes

2,590

1,994

1,748

1,803

2,192

2,176

1,506

1,183

Income tax recovery (expense)

(229)

(29)

24

145

(97)

(8)

85

202

Net earnings

2,361

1,965

1,772

1,948

2,095

2,168

1,591

1,385

Net earnings as a % of revenue

8.6%

7.6%

7.4%

9.0%

9.2%

10.0%

7.4%

6.4%

Basic earnings per Unit

$0.34

$0.29

$0.26

$0.28

$0.30

$0.31

$0.23

$0.21

Diluted earnings per Unit

$0.34

$0.28

$0.25

$0.27

$0.30

$0.31

$0.23

$0.21

Total assets

92,932

93,279

95,103

82,816

83,565

84,639

86,344

85,793

Total long‐term financial
liabilities

14,813

18,094

20,145

8,500

9,676

11,263

11,536

8,636

Funds provided (used) by
operations

5,180

4,538

3,830

3,549

5,568

3,539

(796)

5,594

Long‐term debt, end of period

$11,097

$13,836

$15,912

$4,043

$5,107

$6,735

$7,210

$4,061

Distributions declared per unit

$0.275

$0.275

$0.275

$0.275

$0.275

$0.275

$0.275

$0.275

EBITDA is defined as revenue less operating expenses (which equates to net earnings before income tax, gain or loss on disposals, financial

charges and amortization). See Terminology.

The reader is referred to the Fund’s 2009 and 2008 Annual Reports, MD&A, Q1 and Q2, 2010 report for
a discussion and analysis of the results of the quarters preceding September 30, 2010.
Revenues
Revenues by sector consist of:
Fiscal year

2010

2009

2008

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Sector
Healthcare

$17,839

$17,646

$17,137

$16,662

$16,524

$16,723

$16,937

$16,782

Hospitality

9,659

8,256

6,795

4,973

6,135

5,023

4,556

4,765

Total

$27,498

$25,902

$23,932

$21,635

$22,659

$21,746

$21,493

$21,547
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Operating Expenses
Wages and benefits ‐ The major cause of the quarterly increase in labour costs as a percentage of
revenue is as outlined under Labour Cost Transitional Effects in Summary of Results and Key Events.
Linen ‐ Costs as a percentage of revenue decreased in the quarter from 11.3% in 2009 to 9.8 % in 2010.
The decrease is due to a higher percentage of hospitality revenue in 2010 compared 2009 (35%
versus 27%) which is largely due to revenue profile of the recently acquired plant in Vancouver. In
general, hospitality customers own their linen.
Utilities ‐ Utility costs as a percentage of revenue increased from 6.7% in 2009 to 7.8% in 2010. Of the
$614 increase, $355 is attributed to additional costs resulting from the acquisition of the new plant and
the remainder is due to higher electricity and water rates experienced. K‐Bro has executed its strategy
to utilize natural gas and electricity hedges to take advantage of the current prices in order to lock in
future variable costs.
Delivery, Repairs and maintenance and Materials and supplies – These costs as a percentage of revenue
remained stable in Q3, 2010 compared to Q3, 2009. The quarter on quarter variance is $358 which is
predominatly attributable to the new plant.
Occupancy – Occupancy costs increased by a total of $181 in the quarter but remained unchanged at
3.4% of revenue in 2010. The majority of the increase is due to the newly acquired plant. Also
contributing to the increase are annual landlord adjustments for property taxes and operating costs.
Corporate ‐ Costs increased in Q3, 2010 by $328 over Q3, 2009. This is primarily attributable to an
increase in the accrual for the Long Term Incentive Plan (see below), consulting fees associated with
IFRS, Conversion project fees, and additional salary costs related to the additional corporate office
management.
Long Term Incentive Plan
In April 2006, a trust (the “LTIP Trust”) was formed to hold Units of the Fund on behalf of the
participants of K‐Bro’s long‐term incentive plan (the “LTIP”). K‐Bro is neither a trustee nor a direct
participant of the LTIP; however, under certain circumstances K‐Bro may be the beneficiary of
forfeited Units held by the LTIP Trust. Consequently, the LTIP Trust is considered a variable interest
entity for accounting purposes and K‐Bro has consolidated the LTIP Trust in accordance with the
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (“CICA”) issued Accounting Guideline AcG‐15. For a
specific performance year, one‐quarter of the Units held by the LTIP Trust vest to the participants of
the LTIP thirty days after approval of the audited Consolidated Financial Statements by the Trustees
upon the participant signing a Participation Agreement and Confirmation and three‐quarters will
vest on the second anniversary of that date upon continued employment, except in limited
circumstances. Compensation expense is recorded by K‐Bro in the period earned. Distributions
made by the Fund with respect to unvested Units held by the LTIP Trust are paid to LTIP
participants. Unvested units held by the LTIP Trust are shown as a reduction of Unitholders’ equity.
At September 30, 2010 a total of 114,074 units were unvested. LTIP expense for the three months
ended September 30, 2010, included in Corporate expenses, was $368 (three months ended
September 30, 2009 ‐ $248); LTIP expenses for the nine months ended September 30, 2010 was
$1,070 (nine months ended September 30, 2009 ‐ $724).
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Effects of Inflation/Deflation
The majority of K‐Bro’s customer contracts have an annual price adjustment mechanism based on a
published price index such as the Consumer Price Index (“CPI”). To the extent that such indices are
impacted by inflation, this would be reflected in K‐Bro’s increased revenues and net income. K‐Bro’s
operating costs may be affected by general inflation but to a much greater extent are impacted by
labour market conditions, textile costs in a global environment and commodity prices impacting the
cost of energy. The economic deflation presently experienced in the Canadian economy has limited
the automatic CPI increase to revenues.
Amortization of Property, Plant and Equipment
Amortization of property, plant and equipment represents the expense related to the appropriate
matching of certain of K‐Bro's long‐term assets to the estimated useful life and period of economic
benefit of those assets. Amortization of property, plant and equipment for the quarter has increased
from the comparable period in 2009 primarily due to the Vancouver plant acquisition in January, 2010
and other capital additions.
Amortization of Intangible Assets
Amortization of intangible assets represents the expense related with matching K‐Bro’s finite life
intangible assets to the estimated useful life and period of economic benefit of those assets.
Amortization expense in 2010 increased compared to 2009 as the acquisition of the second plant in
Vancouver was completed on January 29, 2010. Software expenses are included as an intangible asset
and additions have increased the amortization charge.
Financial Charges
Financial charges in the current quarter increased by $113 over 2009 as a result of an increased long‐
term debt balance offset somewhat by lower market interest rates (see Liquidity and Capital Resources
– Financing Activities).
Income Taxes
Income tax recovery includes current and future income taxes based on taxable income and the
temporary timing differences between the tax and accounting bases of assets and liabilities. Income tax
recovery reflects the structure as an income trust whereby the Fund’s Unitholders bear the tax
obligations with respect to distributions.
Currently, the Fund is only taxable on amounts that are not distributed to Unitholders. If the Fund
had not approved the Conversion plan from an income fund to a corporation, K‐Bro would be
subject to the new rules under Bill C‐52 commencing in fiscal 2011, regardless of whether amounts
are distributed to the Unitholders. Given the Conversion to a corporation (see Conversion to a
Corporation), New K‐Bro will become taxable on January 1, 2011 and expects to incur cash taxes in
the year of Conversion.
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES
(all amounts in this section in $000’s except per unit amounts and percentages)
Cash Provided by Operating Activities
Cash provided by operating activities was $5,180 in the third quarter of 2010, a decrease of $388 from
the funds provided by operating activities in the third quarter of 2009. This $388 decrease is
attributable to an increase in cashflow from operations of $685 and a decrease in working capital
requirement of $1,073 in the quarter compared to the corresponding period in 2009.
The decreased working capital requirement is the result of: an increase in accounts receivables and
linen in service due to a combination of additional receivables and linen from the new plant in
Vancouver and a growth in revenues; an increase in accounts payable and accrued liabilities due to the
new plant in Vancouver and the accruals relating to the 2010 AHS volume rebate, cost accruals with
respect to the conversion and IFRS transitions.
Financing Activities
The Fund declared distributions to Unitholders of $0.825 per Unit for the nine months ended
September 30, 2010 (an annualized rate of $1.10 per Unit). Distributions to Unitholders totalled $1,926
(2009 ‐ $1,926) and $5,779 (2009 ‐ $5,779) for the three and nine month periods ended September 30,
respectively.
During the third quarter of 2010, cash used in financing activities associated with net repayments of
long‐term debt amounted to $2,739, compared to cash used in financing of $1,628 in Q3, 2009.
Financing activities resulted in a Long‐term debt at September 30, 2010 of $11,097 compared with
$4,043 at December 31, 2009 (see Investing Activities below). During the first quarter of 2010, K‐Bro
was advanced funds from the credit facility in the amount of $12,362 in order to finance the acquisition
of the second Vancouver plant. K‐Bro repaid $2,739 during the quarter ended September 30, 2010.
K‐Bro has incurred no events of default under the terms of its credit facility agreement.
On June 24, 2005, K‐Bro entered into an interest rate swap arrangement whereby the interest rate paid
on a notional amount of $4,000 of this debt has been fixed at 5.95% for a period of five years. On June
24, 2010, the interest rate swap expired and was not renewed for an additional period.
Investing Activities
During the quarter, K‐Bro used $153 (2009 – $256) of funds for maintenance capital expenditures and
$377 (2009 – $1,758) of funds for strategic capital expenditures for a total cash investment in
property, plant and equipment of $530 (2009 – $2,014) for the quarter. Management defines
maintenance capital expenditures as additions to, or replacements of, property and equipment to
maintain K‐Bro's current business operations.
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The Fund is progressing with its computer software upgrade that commenced in the first quarter of
2009. Total cost of software for phase one of this two phase project is estimated to be $1,000, of which
$913 has been incurred to date ($526 in Q3, 2009). This investment is recorded in intangible assets
but treated as a maintenance capital expenditure for purposes of calculating Distributable Cash (see
Terminology).
Management estimates that ongoing annual average maintenance capital expenditures are
approximately $850. The modest level of maintenance capital expenditures is due to the long life of the
majority of the processing equipment.
Strategic capital expenditures are defined by management as those expenditures utilized for
improvements to, and expansion of, K‐Bro’s property and equipment to enhance efficiencies and
capacity to process incremental volumes. The strategic capital expenditures in 2010 are primarily
related to the requirements of handling additional volume and gaining efficiencies.
During the third quarter of 2010, the Fund disposed of $91 of laundry equipment, $87 of furniture
(previously deployed in temporary foreign worker accommodations) and $3 in computer hardware for
gross proceeds of $13. There were no significant disposals of equipment were recorded in the third
quarter of 2009.
Contractual Obligations
At September 30, 2010, payments due under contractual obligations for the next five years and
thereafter are as follows:
Payments Due by Period

Long‐term debt

Total
11,097

Less than
1 year
–

1‐3 years
11,097

4‐5 years
–

After 5 years
–

Operating leases and utility commitments

16,234

772

11,437

2,329

1,696

Linen purchase obligations

1,445

1,445

–

–

–

The source of funds for these commitments will be from operating cash flow and the undrawn portion
of the revolving credit facility.
Financial Position
Capital Structure

Long‐term debt

September 30,

December 31,

2010

2009

$11,097

$4,043

Unitholders’ equity

63,841

63,793

Total capitalization

$74,939

67,836

14.8%

6.0%

Debt to total capitalization

For the three months ended September 30, 2010, the Fund had a payout ratio (see Terminology) of
41.9%, a debt to total capitalization of 14.8%, an unused revolving credit facility of $28,653 and has not
incurred any events of default under the terms of its credit facility agreement.
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As at September 30, 2010, the Fund had net working capital of $7,727 compared to its working capital
position of $7,895 at December 31, 2009.
Management believes that the Fund has the capital resources and liquidity necessary to meet its
commitments, support its operations and finance its growth strategies. In addition to the Fund’s ability
to generate cash from operations and its revolving credit facility, the Fund is also able to issue
additional units to provide for capital spending and sustain its property, plant and equipment.

DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE PERIOD
Fiscal year

2010

2009

Per Unit
Distribution

Distribution
Amount ($)

Per Unit
Distribution

Distribution
Amount ($)

First quarter

$0.27501

$1,906,524

$0.27501

$1,906,524

Second quarter

$0.27501

$1,906,524

$0.27501

$1,906,524

Payment
Date

Period
Fund Units

July

14‐Aug

$0.09167

$635,508

$0.09167

$635,508

August

15‐Sep

$0.09167

$635,508

$0.09167

$635,508

September

15‐Oct

$0.09167

$635,508

$0.09167

$635,508

Third quarter

$0.27501

$1,906,524

$0.27501

$1,906,524

Year to date

$0.82503

$5,719,572

$0.82503

$5,719,572

First quarter

$0.27501

$19,914

$0.27501

$19,914

Second quarter

$0.27501

$19,913

$0.27501

$19,913

Exchangeable Shares

Total Distributions

July

14‐Aug

$0.09167

$6,638

$0.09167

$6,638

August

15‐Sep

$0.09167

$6,638

$0.09167

$6,638

September

15‐Oct

$0.09167

$6,638

$0.09167

$6,638

Third quarter

$0.27501

$19,914

$0.27501

$19,914

Year to date

$0.82503

$59,741

$0.82503

$59,741

$0.82503

$5,779,313

$0.82503

$5,779,313

For the nine months ended September 30, 2010, the Fund distributed $0.825 per unit compared with
$1.68 per unit of Distributable Cash (see Terminology). The actual payout ratio for the nine months
was 49.8%.
The Fund’s policy is to make distributions to Unitholders of its available cash to the maximum extent
possible consistent with good business practices considering requirements for capital expenditures,
working capital, growth capital and other reserves considered advisable by the Trustees of the Fund.
All such distributions are discretionary. Distributions are declared payable each month in equal
amounts to the Fund Unitholders and exchangeable shareholders on the last business day of each
month and are paid by the 15th of the following month.
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DISTRIBUTABLE CASH (see Terminology)

(all amounts in this section in $000’s except per unit amounts and percentages)
The Fund’s source of cash for distributions is cash provided by operating activities. Distributable cash,
reconciled to cash provided by operating activities as calculated under GAAP, is presented as follows:
Fiscal year

2010

2009

20081

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q4

Per consolidated financial
statements:
Cash provided (used) by operating
activities

$5,180

$4,538

$3,830

$3,549

$5,568

$3,539

$(796)

$5,594

Add (deduct):
Net changes in non‐cash working
capital items2

(432)

(417)

(63)

146

(1,505)

494

4,183

(2,424)

Maintenance capital expenditures

3

Distributable cash

(153)

(455)

(430)

(187)

(256)

(608)

(133)

(180)

$4,595

$3,666

$3,337

$3,508

$3,807

$3,425

$3,254

$2,990

Distributable cash per weighted
average diluted Units outstanding

$0.66

$0.53

$0.48

$0.50

$0.54

$0.49

$0.46

$0.44

Distributions declared4

$1,926

$1,926

$1,926

$1,927

$1,927

$1,926

$1,926

$1,927

$0.28

$0.27

$0.28

$0.27

$0.28

$0.27

$0.28

$0.27

41.9%

52.6%

57.7%

54.9%

50.6%

56.2%

59.2%

64.4%

6,892

6,878

6,935

6,935

6,930

6,946

6,970

6,969

6,971

6,951

6,992

6,989

6,994

7,010

6,999

6,998

Distributable cash

15,106

14,318

14,078

13,994

13,476

13,036

12,558

11,044

Distributions

7,706

7,706

7,706

7,706

7,706

7,706

7,706

7,554

Payout ratio
Cumulative since IPO February 3,
2005

51.0%

55.0%

54.7%

55.1%

57.2%

59.1%

61.4%

68.4%

Distributable cash

57,747

53,152

49,486

46,149

42,641

38,834

35,409

32,155

Distributions

37,057

35,131

33,204

31,278

29,351

27,424

25,498

23,572

Payout ratio

64.2%

66.1%

67.1%

67.8%

68.8%

70.7%

72.0%

73.3%

Distributions declared per unit
Payout ratio (see “Terminology”)

4

Weighted average units outstanding
during the period – Basic
Weighted average units outstanding
during the period – Diluted
Trailing‐twelve Months (“TTM”)

1.

Restated for the adoption of CICA accounting standard 3064, which requires the expensing of certain expenditures related to a pre‐
operating period of a facility rather than recording them as assets.

2.

Net changes in non‐cash working capital is excluded from the calculation as management believes it would introduce significant cash flow
variability and affect underlying cash flow from operating activities. Significant variability can be caused by such things as the timing of
receipts (which individually are large because of the nature of K‐Bro’s customer base and timing may vary due to the timing of customer
approval, vacations of customer personnel, etc.) and the timing of disbursements (such as the payment of large volume rebates done once
annually). As well, large increases in working capital are generally required when contracts with new customers are signed as linen is
purchased and accounts receivable increase. Management feels that this amount should be excluded from the distributable cash figure
which is used as the basis for determining the distributions to be paid.

3.

Maintenance capital expenditure is discussed under Investing Activities. Also included are software costs included in Intangible Assets.

4.

The level of distributions paid compared to distributable cash is reviewed periodically to take into account the current and prospective
performance of the business and other items considered to be prudent.
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OUTSTANDING UNITS
At September 30, 2010, the Fund had 6,932,562 Fund Units outstanding and 72,411 Special Trust
Units outstanding (unchanged from June 30, 2010, March 31, 2010 and December 31, 2009). The
basic and the diluted weighted average number of units outstanding for the first nine months of
2010 were 6,910,245 and 6,996,292 respectively (6,950,274 and 7,014,454, respectively for Q3,
2009).
In accordance with the LTIP agreement and in conjunction with the performance of the Fund in the
prior fiscal year, the Compensation, Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee of the
Trustees of the Fund approved LTIP compensation of $1.4 million (2009 – $0.8 million) and
approved the funding and transfer of $1.4 million (2009 – $0.8 million) of cash to the LTIP Trust in
March 2010 in order to fund the purchase of Units by the LTIP Trust. In April 2010, the LTIP Trust
purchased 87,423 Units of the Fund (2009 – 68,173). As at September 30, 2010, 115,780 Units held
by the LTIP Trust have vested (December 31, 2009 – 72,739). The cost of the 114,074 unvested
units held in trust by the LTIP at September 30, 2010 (December 31, 2009 – 69,692) was $1,600,938
(December 31, 2009 ‐ $834,137). The basic net earnings per unit calculation excludes the unvested
units held by the LTIP Trust.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Fund has incurred expenses in the normal course of business for advisory consulting services
provided by Mr. Matthew Hills, a Trustee, primarily relating to acquisitions. The amounts charged are
recorded at their exchange amounts and are subject to normal trade terms. For the three months
ended September 30, 2010, the Fund incurred fees totaling $34,500 (three months ended September
30, 2009 – $34,500). For the nine months ended September 30, 2010, the Fund incurred fees totaling
$103,500 (nine months ended September 30, 2009 ‐ $103,500)

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES
The preparation of the financial statements, in conformity with GAAP, requires K‐Bro to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosures of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of
revenues and expenses during the reported period. Management regularly evaluates these estimates
and assumptions which are based on past experience and other factors that are deemed reasonable
under the circumstances. This involves varying degrees of judgment and uncertainty and, therefore,
amounts currently reported in the financial statements could differ in the future. There have been no
changes in these accounting estimates from those reported at December 31, 2009.
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TERMINOLOGY
EBITDA
We report on our EBITDA (Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) because
it is a key measure used by management to evaluate performance. EBITDA is utilized in measuring
compliance with debt covenants and in making decisions relating to distributions to Unitholders. We
believe EBITDA assists investors in assessing our performance on a consistent basis as it is an
indication of our capacity to generate income from operations before taking into account
management’s financing decisions and costs of consuming tangible and intangible capital assets,
which vary according to their vintage, technological currency and management’s estimate of their
useful life. Accordingly, EBITDA comprises revenues less operating costs before: financing costs,
capital asset and intangible asset amortization, disposal and impairment charges, and income taxes.
EBITDA is not a calculation based on GAAP and is not considered an alternative to net earnings in
measuring K‐Bro’s performance. EBITDA does not have a standardized meaning and is therefore not
likely to be comparable with similar measures used by other issuers. EBITDA should not be used as
an exclusive measure of cash flow since it does not account for the impact of working capital
changes, capital expenditures, debt changes and other sources and uses of cash, which are disclosed
in the consolidated statements of cash flows.
Three months ended Sept.30
($ 000's)

Nine months ended Sept. 30

2010

2009

2010

2009

$2,361

$2,096

$6,097

$5,855

Income tax recovery

229

97

235

20

Financial charges

174

60

489

215

Amortization of property, plant and equipment

1,418

1,346

4,277

4,029

Amortization of intangible assets

641

539

1,899

1,618

Net earnings
Add:

Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

104

0

162

4

EBITDA

$4,927

$4,138

$13,159

$11,741

Distributable Cash
Distributable cash is a non‐GAAP measure generally used by Canadian income trusts as an indicator
of financial performance but it should not be seen as a measurement of liquidity or a substitute for
comparable metrics prepared in accordance with GAAP. Management believes that this measure is
commonly used by investors, management and other stakeholders to evaluate the ongoing
performance of K‐Bro. For reconciliation with GAAP, please refer to the Distributable Cash section.
Cash Distributions per Unit and Payout Ratios
We report on cash distributions per unit and payout ratios (actual cash distribution divided by
distributable cash) because they are believed to be key measures used by investors to value K‐Bro,
assess its performance and provide an indication of the sustainability of distributions. Cash
distributions per unit and the payout ratio depend on the amount of distributable cash generated
and the Fund’s distribution policy.
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The Fund’s policy is to make distributions to Unitholders of its available cash to the maximum extent
possible consistent with good business practices considering requirements for capital expenditures,
working capital, growth capital and other reserves considered advisable by the Trustees of the Fund.
Distributions are declared payable each month to the Fund Unitholders and exchangeable
shareholders on the last business day of each month and are paid by the 15th of the following month.
All distributions are discretionary. The Board of Trustees periodically reviews cash distributions
taking into account the Fund’s current and prospective performance.

CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Fund’s unaudited interim Consolidated Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance
with GAAP and incorporate the same accounting principles and methods used in the preparation of
the Fund’s annual audited Consolidated Financial Statements. See Note 2 of the Fund’s annual
audited Consolidated Financial Statements for more information regarding the significant
accounting principles used to prepare the financial statements.
International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”)
In February 2008, the Canadian Accounting Standards Board confirmed that Canadian publicly
accountable enterprises will be required to adopt IFRS in place of GAAP for interim and annual
reporting purposes for fiscal years beginning on or after January 1, 2011. Accordingly, the Fund will
issue its last financial statements prepared in accordance with Canadian GAAP in 2010. Starting
from the first quarter of 2011, the Fund’s financial statements will be prepared in accordance with
IFRS in effect in 2011, with 2010 comparative figures and January 1, 2010 (“Transition Date”)
opening balance sheet restated to conform to IFRS.
Financial reporting under IFRS differs from Canadian GAAP in a number of respects, some of which
are significant. IFRS on the date of adoption also is expected to differ from current IFRS due to new
IFRS standards and pronouncements that are expected to be issued before the changeover date.
The Fund has established a changeover plan in order to transition its financial statement reporting,
presentation and disclosure under IFRS to meet the January 1, 2011 deadline. An implementation
team, which is led by finance management, has been created and third party advisors have been
utilized to plan for and achieve a smooth transition to IFRS.
The implementation project consists of three primary phases, which in certain cases will be in
process concurrently as IFRS is applied to specific areas from start to finish:
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Phase 1: Scoping and Diagnostic Phase
This phase involved performing a detailed diagnostic comparing Canadian GAAP to IFRS and
identifying key areas that may be impacted by the transition to IFRS. Phase 1 included:




Performing a detailed analysis of our actual accounting policies and practices with all
relevant IFRS standards and applicable interpretations;
Identifying the different options available to the Fund at the date of transition as well as the
ongoing IFRS policy choices that could be applied to prepare subsequent IFRS financial
statements; and
Classifying the differences identified by work streams to analyze and resolve the differences.

Phase 2: Impact Analysis and Design Phase
In this phase, each area identified from the scoping and diagnostic phase were addressed. Phase 2
included:





Making accounting policy choices, including those under IFRS 1 choices;
Determining the changes required to existing accounting policies;
Determining the changes or additions required to information technology and data systems,
internal controls over financial reporting and disclosure controls; and
Developing draft IFRS financial statements.

Phase 3: Implementation and Review Phase
In this last phase, we will implement changes in accounting policies and practices to the different
business processes, information systems and internal controls. These changes will be adequately
tested before the changeover date to ensure all significant differences have been successfully
resolved by the first quarter of 2011.
Current status of our IFRS changeover plan
We have completed Phase 1 and Phase 2 of our IFRS conversion project. As a result of this work, we
have identified a number of differences and policy alternatives between Canadian GAAP and IFRS
that will modify our financial statements at the date of conversion.
The following describes the major identified differences that could be presented in our
reconciliation of net earnings and Unitholders’ equity upon transition if the conversion was done as
of December 31, 2009 with currently applicable standards. Key IFRS exemption options are
subsequently presented.
Notwithstanding the above, the current International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and
International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) projects are likely to
significantly modify some of the actual IFRS requirements which might therefore ultimately impact
the following identified major differences.
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Major differences with current accounting policies
Income Taxes – Temporary differences on intangible assets
Canadian GAAP – Future income taxes are calculated from temporary differences that are
differences between the tax basis of an asset or liability and its carrying amount in the
balance sheet. Under the current Canadian Income Tax Act, "eligible capital expenditures"
are deductible for tax purposes to the extent of 75 percent of the cost incurred; Section 3465,
Income taxes addresses this specific situation and specifies that for these assets, at any point
in time, the tax basis represents the balance in the cumulative eligible capital pool plus 25
percent of the carrying amount.
IFRS – The definition of temporary differences under IFRS is generally consistent with
Canadian GAAP. However, IFRS does not provide specific guidance in relation to the
determination of the tax basis of eligible capital expenditures such as the one described
above. As such, the tax basis of these assets, without taking into consideration the 25 percent
adjustment of the carrying amount as allowed under Canadian GAAP, should be compared
with the carrying amount in the balance sheet to determine the temporary difference
relating to these assets.
Business Combinations
Canadian GAAP – Business combinations are currently accounted for using Section 1581,
Business combinations. The recognition and measurement requirements applicable under
this Section differ in a number of ways from the IFRS standards applicable to business
combinations.
IFRS – Business combinations will be accounted for in accordance with IFRS 3, Business
Combinations. Under IFRS 3, acquisition costs such as legal and consulting fees that the
acquirer incurs to effect a business combination are recognized as expenses when they are
incurred. They are not included as part of the purchase consideration as they are under
GAAP. The allocation of the purchase consideration to assets and liabilities will be in
accordance with other IFRS provisions that may differ from GAAP. Contingent consideration
is included in the fair value of consideration where it is probable that the outflow will occur.
In addition, an entity making the transition to IFRS will be required to show comparative
information for any business combinations completed during the preceding fiscal year
measured and presented in accordance with IFRS 3. This will impact the accounting for the
recent acquisition in Vancouver (see Summary of Results and Key Events).
Consolidation and non‐controlling interests
Canadian GAAP – Section 1600 – Consolidated financial statements currently establishes
standards for the preparation of consolidated financial statements. This section differs in a
number of ways from the IFRS standards applicable for consolidation and non‐controlling
interests. However, none of these differences are expected to impact the Fund.
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Grouping of assets for impairment purposes
Canadian GAAP – When a long‐lived asset does not have identifiable cash flows that are
largely independent of those from other assets, that asset must be grouped with other
related assets for impairment. This is referred to as the asset group.
IFRS – Asset grouping should be done when an asset does not have identifiable cash inflows,
as opposed to net cash flows, that are independent of those from other assets. The Fund’s
individual operations have identifiable cash inflows and will therefore be evaluated
individually for impairment purposes.
Key IFRS 1 Exemption Options
1. Business combinations – IFRS 3, Business Combinations, may be applied retrospectively or
prospectively. The retrospective basis would require restatement of all business combinations that
occurred prior to the transition date. We will not elect to retrospectively apply IFRS 3 to business
combinations that occurred prior to the Transition Date and such business combinations will not be
restated. Any goodwill arising on such business combinations before the Transition Date will not be
adjusted from the carrying value previously determined under Canadian GAAP as a result of
applying these exemptions except as required under IFRS 1, unless warranted by an impairment
test.
2. Fair value as deemed cost – IFRS 1 provides a choice between measuring property, plant and
equipment at its fair value at the date of transition and using those amounts as deemed cost or using
the historical valuation under the prior GAAP. We will continue to apply the cost model for property,
plant and equipment and will not restate property, plant and equipment to fair value under IFRS.
We will use the historical bases under Canadian GAAP as deemed cost under IFRS at Transition Date.
At this time, the quantitative impact on these differences and elections on our future financial
position and results of operations is not reasonably determinable or estimable. However, they
should not impact distributable cash given that the majority of these adjustments are not cash
related.
The following table summarizes the status of our changeover plan based on the recommendations
published in October 2008 by the Canadian Performance Reporting Board with regards to the Pre‐
2011 communications about IFRS conversion. Given the progress of the project and outcomes
identified, we could change our intentions between the time of communicating these key milestones
below and the changeover date. Further, changes in regulation or economic conditions at the date of
the changeover or through the project could result in change of the project activities communicated
in the following chart.
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Key Activity

Milestones/Deadlines

Status

Financial Statement Preparation:

Identify differences between IFRS and Canadian
GAAP accounting policies

Selection of IFRS policies

Select choices under IFRS 1

Develop financial statement format

Quantify effects of change in initial IFRS1
disclosures and 2010 financial statements

Senior Management sign‐off
and audit committee review
for all items by end of fourth
quarter, 2009.

Differences have been
identified and documented.
Recommendations regarding
IFRS policies and selection of
choices under IFRS 1 have
been finalized.

Staffing:
Define and introduce appropriate level of IFRS expertise
for each of the following:

Accounting staff

Senior executives and Board, including Audit
Committee

Appropriate level of
expertise to be in place by
second quarter 2009.

Infrastructure:
Ensure information technology is fully compliant for IFRS
as follows:

Capability of system to produce dual financial
statements (Canadian GAAP and IFRS) during the
transition years

Programs upgrades/changes

Gathering disclosure data

Budget/forecast monitoring process

Ready for parallel
processing of 2010 general
ledgers and for
planning/monitoring
process.

Experienced consultant
contracted in July, 2009 and
work was completed in
December, 2009. Review of
work by external accounting
advisors was completed.
Additional resources have
been hired to ensure
adequate levels of expertise.
Process currently underway
in conjunction with financial
systems software upgrade.

Business Policy Assessment: Financial Covenants

Identify impact of IFRS on financial covenants

Complete any required renegotiations/changes

Renegotiations to be
completed by fourth quarter
2010.

Business Policy Assessment: Compensation
Arrangements

Identify impact on compensation arrangements

Make any required changes

Fourth quarter 2010.

Business Policy Assessment: Customer and Supplier
Contracts

Evaluate impact of IFRS on current customer or
supplier contracts.

Complete review by end of
second quarter 2010.

Discussions with key
suppliers underway; no
noted impacts to current
customers.

Control Environment: ICFR

For all accounting policy changes identified,
assess ICFR design and effectiveness
implications.

Implement changes where appropriate.

Fourth quarter 2009.

Reviewed in conjunction
with accounting policies. No
substantive changes
identified as being required.
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Process of identifying
metrics affected by
conversion to IFRS currently
underway. Preliminary
discussions with bank held.
Process of identifying
metrics affected by
conversion to IFRS currently
underway.

Control Environment: DC&P

For all accounting policy changes identified,
assess DC&P design and effectiveness
implications.

Implement changes where appropriate.

See ICFR deadlines above.
Publish impact of conversion
on Key Performance
Indicators concurrently with
year‐end 2010 MD&A.

To be reviewed in
conjunction with accounting
policies.

Publish material changes in
policies and expectations by
January 10, 2011.
Publish revised 2010 results
and MD&A by March 31,
2011.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
K‐Bro’s financial instruments at September 30, 2010 consist of accounts receivable, accounts
payable and accrued liabilities, distribution payable to Unitholders and long‐term debt. The Fund
does not enter into financial instruments for trading or speculative purposes. Financial assets are
either classified as available for sale, held to maturity, trading or loans and receivables. Financial
liabilities are recorded at amortized cost. Initially, all financial assets and financial liabilities must
be recorded on the balance sheet at fair value. Subsequent measurement is determined by the
classification of each financial asset and liability. Unrealized gains and losses on financial assets that
are held as available for sale are recorded in other comprehensive income until realized, at which
time they are recorded in the consolidated statement of earnings. All derivatives, including
embedded derivatives that must be separately accounted for, are recorded at fair value in the
consolidated balance sheet. Transaction costs related to financial instruments are capitalized and
then amortized over the expected life of the financial instrument using the effective interest method.
Derivative financial instruments are utilized by K‐Bro to manage cashflow risk against the volatility
in interest rates on its long‐term debt and foreign exchange rates on its equipment purchase
commitments. K‐Bro does not utilize derivative financial instruments for trading or speculative
purposes. K‐Bro has floating interest rate debt that gives rise to risks that its earnings and cash
flows may be adversely impacted by fluctuations in interest rates. In order to manage these risks, K‐
Bro may enter into interest rate swaps, forward contracts or option contracts.
It is K‐Bro’s policy to document all relationships between hedging instruments and hedged items, as
well as its risk management objectives and strategy for undertaking various hedge transactions.
This process includes linking all derivatives to specific assets and liabilities on the balance sheet or
to specific firm commitments or forecasted transactions. K‐Bro also assesses, both at the hedge
inception and on an ongoing basis, whether the derivatives that are used in hedging transactions are
effective in offsetting changes in fair value or cash flows of hedged items. K‐Bro’s interest rate
swaps, forward contracts or option contracts are designated as hedges when the underlying risks of
the hedged and hedging instruments offset to manage K‐Bro’s exposure. Gains or losses relating to
such contracts are accounted for as discussed above.
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CRITICAL RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
As at September 30, 2010, there are no material changes in the Fund’s risks or risk management
activities since December 31, 2009. The Fund’s results of operations, business prospects, financial
condition, cash distributions to Unitholders and the trading price of the Fund’s units are subject to a
number of risks. These risk factors include: dependence on long‐term contracts and the associated
renewal risk thereof; the effects of market volatility and uncertainty; potential future tax changes; the
competitive environment; our ability to acquire and successfully integrate and operate additional
businesses; utility costs; the labour markets; the fact that our credit facility imposes numerous
covenants and encumbers assets; and, environmental matters.
For a discussion of these risks and other risks associated with an investment in Fund Units, see Risk
Factors – Risks Related to K‐Bro and the Laundry and Linen Industry detailed in the Fund’s Annual
Information Form that is available at www.sedar.com.

CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES
In order to ensure that information with regard to reports filed or submitted under securities
legislation present fairly in all material respects the financial information of K‐Bro, management,
including the President and Chief Executive Officer and the Vice‐President and Chief Financial
Officer, are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures, as well
as internal control over financial reporting.
Disclosure Controls and Procedures
As of December 31, 2009, an evaluation of the effectiveness of our disclosure controls and
procedures as defined in Multilateral Instrument 52‐109 was performed under the supervision of
the President and Chief Executive Officer and the Vice‐President and Chief Financial Officer who
attested that the design and operation of these disclosure controls and procedures were effective, as
at December 31, 2009. K‐Bro’s management can therefore provide reasonable assurance that
material information relating to the Fund is reported to it in a timely manner so that it can provide
investors with complete and reliable information.
Management also concluded that during the nine months ended September 30, 2010, no changes
were made to internal controls over financial reporting that would have materially affected, or
would be reasonably considered to materially affect, these controls.
Internal Controls over Financial Reporting
K‐Bro undertook the documentation and assessment of the design of internal controls over financial
reporting for its operating and accounting processes. Similar to the evaluation of disclosure controls
and procedures referred to above, the design of internal controls over financial reporting was
evaluated as defined in Multilateral Instrument 52‐109. Based on the results of this evaluation, the
President and Chief Executive Officer and the Vice President and Chief Financial Officer attested that
the internal controls over financial reporting are designed to provide reasonable assurance that its
financial reporting is reliable and that the Fund’s Consolidated Financial Statements were prepared
in accordance with Canadian GAAP.
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During the nine months ended September 30, 2010, no changes were made to internal controls over
financial reporting that would have materially affected, or would be reasonably considered to
materially affect, these controls.
A control system, no matter how well conceived and operated, can provide only reasonable, and not
absolute, assurance that the objectives of the control system are met. As a result of the inherent
limitations in all control systems, no evaluation of controls can provide absolute assurance that all
control issues, including instance of fraud, if any, have been detected. These inherent limitations
include, amongst other items: (i) that managements’ assumptions and judgments could ultimately
prove to be incorrect under varying conditions and circumstances; or, (ii) the impact of isolated
errors.
Additionally, controls may be circumvented by the unauthorized acts of individuals, by collusion of
two or more people, or by management override. The design of any system of controls is also based,
in part, upon certain assumptions about the likelihood of future events, and there can be no
assurance that any design will succeed in achieving its stated goals under all potential (future)
conditions.
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